
Enabling Data Privacy
Identify and Analyze Your Data



Top Data Privacy Concerns

Data 

Privacy

Customers worry about their privacy

42% say they worry about what
companies do with their data.

24% like the convenience of
online recommendations.

36% “feel unnerved” by
personalized advertising.



Online Privacy Online privacy is a strong concern for customers, and many 
want more done to protect them.

When thinking of online privacy,
36% worry about it.

26% would like to have their data
protected by encryption.

36% want more laws and regulations 
surrounding the privacy of their online data.

Survey of 2,006 UK adults, December 2019, commissioned by Micro Focus (conducted by Vital).



Regulators have stepped in…

GDPR
(EU)

LGPD
(Brazil)

CCPA
(California)

APA
(Australia)

APPI
(JAPAN)

PIPEDA
(Canada)

… without a single framework for compliance.

FSS
(Russia)

PDPB
(India)

PIPA
(South Korea)

POPI
(South Africa)

CDPR
(China)



Enterprises face complexity of global privacy compliance

Consumer Rights
Worldwide Impact

Business ReadinessLegal Interpretation

Upside

Safe Value Creation 

Downside

Loss of Trust 

vs



The pitfalls of today’s disjointed solutions

No ScalabilityDisconnected Manual Process



Your organization needs 
a complete and reliable 
approach to navigate 
through the new world 
of privacy compliance.



Flexible as a framework to address a broad range of privacy mandates both today and as 

legislation evolves over time

Automated to scale data privacy and identity governance

across a wide range of use cases by applying analytics

Transparent to act as a catalyst for growth by accelerating opportunities for value creation 

through trust assurance

What is the right approach—privacy today and in the 
future

End-to-end, each step through your complete journey!



What does Gartner Say?



It all starts with data discovery…

Privacy Risk 

Assessment

✓ Cloud-based, or pre-packaged 
for fast time-to-value

✓ Random Sampling and 
visualization of Sensitive Data

✓ Additional Path to Data 
Discovery and Data Protection 
use cases

Data 

Discovery

✓ Start with Structured or 
Unstructured data

✓ Single Source of truth for 
managing Data Lifecycle

✓ Support Data Privacy 
Readiness, business purpose 
and contextually aware PII 
detection

Data Clean Up/ 

Smart Migration

✓ Detect redundant, trivial and 
out of date information

✓ Defensibly delete data

✓ Optimize storage, reduce total 
cost of operations



What are the capabilities of the 
Voltage Data Privacy & Protection portfolio?

▪ Context aware Discovery
utilizing AI

▪ Depth and breadth of PII detection 

▪ Minimize false positives

▪ Analyze in place

Data Discovery

▪ Rich visualization around
risk impact

▪ Apply data lifecycle policies based 
on content, age, permissions, 
relevancy, and risk

Data Insight

▪ Transparent File Encryption

▪ Patented Format Preserving
Encryption and Tokenization

▪ Data Protection that travels
with the data

▪ In place data protection

▪ Secure Information sharing

Data Protection

▪ Near real time insight into
data usage and operations

▪ Monitor behavior across
the network

▪ Enforcement of policies

Monitoring Data Usage 

▪ Defensible deletion of
data at the source

▪ Identify redundant, obsolete & trivial 
(ROT) data and take action

▪ application and database retirement

Data Minimization

ANALYTICSDATA



File Analysis Suite



Voltage File Analysis Suite
Data Discovery: Minimization and Privacy Readiness

• Cloud-ready file analysis and data discovery for public or 

private cloud

• Context-aware analytics driven by AI for sensitive and 

personal data detection

• 39+ country and economic region PII support

• Support for the most common unstructured data repositories 

along with audio, video and images

• Metadata analysis for data minimization and full content 

analysis to support Risk Assessment, Data Privacy 

Readiness and Subject Rights Requests

• Map data repositories and content to business purpose

• Configurable risk scores and analytics based on your own 

requirements and industry



Voltage File Analysis Suite
Risk Management: Data Protection

• Dashboards and visualization based on sensitive data 

detection, risk assessment and value of data

• Flexible and configurable risk scoring to assess risk at the 

document level

• Protective actions

• Data enrichment and hit highlighting

• Transparent file encryption to support data protection for 

data in use



Voltage File Analysis Suite
Data Management: Data Preservation

• Phased approach to data discovery through to data 

preservation

• Collaborative workspaces for data discovery and 

data management for audit and response 

management

• Protective actions

o Supports data preservation based on policy, 

lifecycle management and legal hold

o Defensible disposition and master data 

management

o Custom API for external application support 

(redaction, access governance, AIP/ MIP)



It all starts here - Data Discovery

I’m being asked by my legal team 

to analyze our data for data privacy 

assessment

I need to ensure when we discover sensitive 

data that its managed in accordance with our 

compliance policies

Information Manager

Compliance Manager



Setup, data capture and analysis

Information Manager

FAS is a self-service application. I can easily connect to our most 

common applications like Exchange, Office365, SharePoint, file shares, 

as well as MF Content Manager, and other unstructured repositories.



Setup, data capture and analysis

Information Manager

Each repository I set up can be configured to filter what data is indexed. 

This allows me to schedule and prioritize analysis while maximizing 

analysis efforts on high value data sets (and ignoring low value file 

formats or older data).

In addition, I can also deploy file analysis techniques to help highlight and tag risky 

information like sensitive personal information and personally identifiable information. Data 

Discovery also supports custom grammars that my team can write using regular expressions 

and Boolean operators.



Setup, data capture and analysis

Information Manager

As file analysis tags data each tagging or reporting group can be weighed in 

terms of importance. This allows my team to target information that matters 

most to my organization. 

These tags, weighting and highlighting used in visualization my data sets.



Use Case – Data Minimization



Use Case – Data Risk Assessment



Data Privacy – Data Subject Access Request



Thank You


